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Abstract 
 
 In collaboration with Brian Chase, CHT, OTR/L of NW Sports Physical Therapy in 
Tacoma, WA, our research group addressed his question of whether instrument assisted soft 
tissue mobilization (IASTM) is effective for clients and if so, are certain brands such as Graston 
Technique (GT) or Astym more effective. Through our careful review of the literature, 
summarized in a critically appraised topic format, we found that the majority of studies (case 
reports and experimental studies) found that IASTM treatments improved scores on outcome 
measures including return to occupation, range of motion, pain, and grip and pinch strength over 
baseline measurements. However, randomized controlled trials that compared IASTM to other 
treatments including ultrasound, active movement, acupuncture, and massage therapy generally 
showed that IASTM is not significantly more effective than other forms of therapy. The existing 
evidence for IASTM is insufficient to justify and support the use of IASTM in most hand therapy 
scenarios. To remedy this problem we initiated a translation of knowledge and created a research 
needs assessment (RNA) highlighting the current gaps in the literature.  
 Through sharing this needs assessment we hope that hand therapy practitioners will be 
compelled to publish findings that they feel could help fill the research needs that we have 
outlined. We reached out to the Facebook pages of Hand Therapy and the American Society for 
Hand Therapists (ASHT) to share our RNA with the intention of receiving critiques and 
feedback. We then forwarded our RNA to the Research Department of the ASHT and are 
awaiting further response. Our RNA has also reached the ears of the Graston Technique which 
resulted in an informative conference call with the Graston Technique’s Director of Strategic 
Planning, Mike Ploski PT, ATC, OCS, our group members; Kaitlin, Sarah, Yoseph, and Evan, 
and our research chair, George Tomlin. Based on our research and our identification of gaps in 
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the literature, we recommend that practitioners contribute to the field of research on this topic to 
provide more evidence for the use of IASTM in practice. 
Executive Summary 
 A brief history of Graston Technique terminology and resulting impact: Through discussion with 
the Director of Strategic Planning for Graston Technique, Mike Ploski, we learned a history of the 
terminology of GT that explains why there is confusion in the field of research pertaining to IASTM and 
true Graston Technique protocol. The Graston Technique is the name of the actual instrument used in 
IASTM. Instrument assisted soft tissue mobilization was termed by the creators of the Graston Technique 
in 1995 to describe the process of utilizing the Graston Technique on tissues. This instrument, the Graston 
Technique, is steel and rounded with beveled edges. True Graston Technique protocol is administered by 
GT trained practitioners and not only includes IASTM with the Graston Technique (instrument) but also 
exercise and ice when appropriate. Hence the confusion with the terminology. Readers of research may 
believe that a study has used the entire GT protocol when in fact the authors may have only used IASTM 
due to misunderstanding of the term of the instrument used in GT protocol. The state of the current 
evidence is muddy due to these confusing terms and thus should be kept in mind when reviewing any 
literature regarding IASTM. 
           This research project is the culminating result of a one-year effort of collaboration between our 
group members, our collaborating clinician, Brian Chase, CHT, OTR/L and our research chair and 
mentor, George Tomlin, PhD, OTR/L. This project began with Brian’s initial question of whether 
instrument assisted soft tissue mobilization is effective for clients and if certain brands such as Graston 
Technique (GT) or Astym are more effective. Upon a complete and careful review of the literature we 
found that most studies (case reports and experimental studies) found that IASTM improved scores on 
outcome measures compared to baseline measurements. In contrast to this, randomized controlled trials 
(RCTs) generally found that when IASTM was compared to other treatments, it was not significantly 
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more effective. The current research is lacking sufficient evidence to justify the use and efficacy of 
IASTM in hand therapy scenarios.  
 To address these findings that gaps in the current literature make it difficult to determine the 
efficacy of IASTM techniques, we created a research needs assessment. The purpose of this needs 
assessment is to establish a complete picture of the specific areas of research that are lacking. We have 
found that the largest gap in research literature is the lack of RCTs isolating the therapeutic effect of GT 
or other IASTM techniques from other physical agents and treatment modalities including ice, stretching, 
heat, various exercises, and stretches. Additionally, a major area of deficiency in the research is the lack 
of force quantification or dosage reported for the use of IASTM techniques. We are calling on clinicians 
and researchers to publish original evidence in the areas of need that we have outlined, thus contributing 
to the current body of literature and establishing justification for the efficacy of IASTM in 
practice. Future studies should examine the independent effects of IASTM techniques using RCTs, rather 
than simply reporting outcomes using GT with a variety of other treatment modalities. 
           The knowledge translation aspect of our research project involved creating the needs assessment 
and casting it out for practitioners to critique and provide feedback. We chose online forums as our arena 
of choice to reach a large number of practitioners however we have yet to receive feedback due to the 
short time in which our RNA has been in the public domain. We believe that our RNA clearly depicts 
where the gaps in the literature lie and will be motivating for practitioners currently using IASTM to 
provide case studies to contribute to the body of evidence to increase justification for its use in practice.  
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Critically Appraised Topic: 
 
Focused Question: 
What is the efficacy of the use of instrument-assisted soft tissue techniques in return of 
function, pain, tissue healing, and ROM and its applicability to hand therapy? 
 
Collaborating Occupational Therapy Practitioner: 
Cathy Elvins, CHT, OTR/L 
Brian Chase, CHT, MOTR/L 
 
Prepared By: 
Kaitlin Chaput, OTS, Sarah Clue, OTS, Yoseph Kim, OTS, Evan Kimpton, OTS 
 
Chair: 
George Tomlin, PhD, OTR/L, FAOTA 
 
Course Mentor: 
George Tomlin, PhD, OTR/L, FAOTA 
 
Date Review Completed: 
October 25, 2016 
 
Clinical Scenario: 
A certified hand therapist at a private clinic is wondering if instrument assisted soft tissue 
techniques are effective for the clients served and if so, are certain brands such as Astym or 
Graston Technique (GT) more effective? 
 
Review Process 
Procedures for the selection and appraisal of articles 
 
Inclusion Criteria: 
Published in 1995 or more recent, adult (18 years and up) or elderly population, instrument 
assisted tissue mobilization (Astym, GT), upper extremity, lower extremity, trunk, spinal 
column, soft tissue (muscles, tendons, or ligaments). 
 
Exclusion Criteria: 
Published in a non-peer-reviewed journal, different participant population (i.e., children), 
written in a language other than English.  
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Search Strategy 
Categories Key Search Terms 
Patient/Client 
Population 
Adult patients (>18yo) who are seeking hand therapy care due to injuries 
including but not limited to repetitive use injuries and traumatic injuries.  
Intervention 
(Assessment) 
Instrument-assisted soft tissue mobilization in hand therapy clinics 
Comparison Comparison of (1) manual therapy techniques (massage, mobilization, 
manipulation of soft tissue), or (2) STM (application of manual forces to 
soft tissue to promote healing without instruments) to (3) therapeutic 
intervention using instruments (Graston and Astym).   
OR 
Comparison of any techniques from categories 1 or 2 above or TENS, 
exercise, stretching, and/or dynamic balance treatment to corresponding 
techniques with Graston or Astym as an additional treatment. 
Outcomes Improved occupational performance  
 
 
Databases and Sites Searched 
CINAHL 
Cochrane Library 
Directory of Open Access Journals 
EBSCO 
Google Scholar 
Medline/PubMed 
PubMed 
ProQuest Central 
ProQuest 
Sage Journals 
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Quality Control/Review Process: 
          Our initial search was limited due to the specificity of our question.  In order to widen 
our search we eliminated a few criteria from our exclusions list that limited research to use 
with the upper extremity and also research conducted solely in the United States.  We added to 
our inclusion criteria to include research focused on additional parts of the body such as trunk, 
spinal column, and lower extremities. We also allowed for articles that included more than one 
type of treatment other than the Graston technique or Astym.  
         The search terms “Graston AND trigger finger” and “Graston AND thumb” returned 
four initial hits and two initial hits respectively. Two articles were rejected from the “Graston 
AND trigger finger” search results for not fully meeting inclusion criteria. The search terms 
“Instrument assisted soft tissue mobilization AND repetitive strain injury” and “Instrument 
assisted soft tissue mobilization AND lateral epicondylitis or tennis elbow” resulted in one 
article each and both articles were retained for our review process. The search term 
“Instrument assisted soft tissue mobilization NOT Achilles AND hand therapy” was used as 
many articles were involving Achilles tendon treatments and we wanted to move towards 
upper extremity treatments if possible as that was closer to our research question. The search 
term “Soft tissue mobilization OR graston OR astym AND hand NOT lower extremity NOT 
Achilles AND lateral epicondylitis or tennis elbow” was used to generalize to different kinds 
of soft tissue mobilization techniques by excluding the words “instrument assisted” because 
we assumed this would return an higher number of articles we chose to also exclude “lower 
extremity” and “Achilles” from this search.  This search resulted in 83 articles.  We rejected 
74 of these articles for not fully meeting inclusion criteria or not meeting the client 
population.   
         We also found three articles through reference tracking and three articles through the 
Graston website. Key players in our search process were the members of our CAT team; 
Kaitlin, Sarah, Yoseph, and Evan as well as our chair, Dr. George Tomlin.  
 
 
Results of Search 
 
Table 1. Search Strategy of databases 
Search Terms Date Database Initial 
Hits 
Articles 
Excluded 
Total 
Selected 
for 
Review 
Graston AND trigger finger 10/11/16 PubMed 
Central 
4 2 2 
Graston AND thumb 10/11/16 ProQuest 
Central 
2 0 2 
Soft tissue mobilization OR 
graston OR astym AND hand 
10/15/2016 CINAHL 83 74 9 
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NOT lower extremity NOT 
achilles AND lateral 
epicondylitis or tennis elbow 
Instrument assisted soft tissue 
mobilization AND lateral 
epicondylitis or tennis elbow 
10/15/16 CINAHL 1 0 1 
Instrument assisted soft tissue 
mobilization AND repetitive 
strain injury 
10/15/16 CINAHL 1 0 1 
 
 
Instrument assisted soft tissue 
mobilization NOT Achilles 
AND hand therapy 
10/15/16 CINAHL 2 0 2 
Total number of articles used in review from database searches = 17 
 
Table 2. Articles from citation tracking. 
Article Date Database Initial Hits Articles Excluded Total Selected for Review 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Total number of articles used in review from citation tracking = N/A 
 
Table 3. Articles from reference tracking. 
Article Date Articles 
Referenced 
Articles 
Excluded 
Total Selected 
for Review 
Crothers, French, Hebert, & 
Walker  (2016) 
10/11/16 22 21 1 
Howitt, Wong, & 
Zabukovec (2006) 
10/15/16 20 19 1 
McCormack (2012). 10/11/16 34 33 1 
Total number of articles used in review from reference tracking = 3 
 
Total number of articles used in review from database searches = 17 
Total number of articles used in review from citation tracking = 0 
Total number of articles used in review from reference tracking = 3 
Total number of articles used in review from UPS Master’s Thesis = 0 
Total number of articles used from Graston Technique LLC website = 3 
Total number of articles used in CAT = 23 
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Summary of Study Designs of Articles Selected for the CAT Table 
Pyramid 
Side 
Study Design/Methodology of Selected Articles Number of Articles 
Selected 
Experimental 3   Meta-Analyses of Experimental Trials 
11  Individual Randomized Controlled Trials 
___Controlled Clinical Trials 
8   Single Subject Studies 
22 
Outcome ___Meta-Analyses of Related Outcome Studies 
___Individual Quasi-Experimental Studies 
___Case-Control Studies 
___One Group Pre-Post Studies 
0 
Qualitative ___Meta-Syntheses of Related Qualitative Studies 
___Small Group Qualitative Studies 
___brief vs prolonged engagement with participants 
___triangulation of data (multiple sources) 
___interpretation (peer & member-checking) 
___a posteriori (exploratory) vs a priori 
(confirmatory) interpretive scheme 
___Qualitative Study on a Single Person 
0 
Descriptive 1    Systematic Reviews of Related Descriptive 
Studies 
___Association, Correlational Studies 
___Multiple Case Studies (Series), Normative Studies 
___Individual Case Studies 
1 
AOTA Levels 
I-15 
II- 
III- 
IV- 8 
V-  
TOTAL = 23 
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Table Summarizing the Qualitative Evidence 
Author, Year, 
Journal 
Abbreviation 
 
Study 
Objectives 
Study 
Design/ 
Level of 
Evidence 
 
Participants: 
Sample Size, 
Description 
Inclusion and 
Exclusion 
Criteria 
Interventions & 
Outcome Measures 
Summary of 
Results 
Study 
Limitations 
Al Dajah 
(2014) 
JPTS 
To evaluate 
the effects 
of STM and 
PNF on pain 
and 
shoulder 
ROM in pts 
w/ shoulder 
impingemen
t syndrome. 
RCT 
 
Pyramid 
Level: E2 
 
AOTA 
level: I 
 
(N = 30) 
Ct (n=15) 
Tx (n=15) 
Pts w/ shoulder 
impingement. 
Inclusion: clear 
dx of shoulder 
impingement 
syndrome, 40 to 
60 yo.  
Exclusion: open 
wounds, acute 
injuries or 
fractures, recent 
surgeries 
The tx grp received 
manual STM and PNF. 
The ct grp received 
ultrasound therapy 
O measures were pain 
measured using the VAS 
scale, and ROM for 
overhead reach and 
external rotation.  
 
STM w/ PNF 
significantly 
reduced pain, (p-
value not reported) 
and ↑’d GH 
external rotation 
and overhead reach 
(p <.05) compared 
to ultrasound tx. 
The reason for 
using ultrasound 
therapy as the ct 
grp was unclear.  
The efficacy of 
STM or PNF 
alone cannot be 
determined as 
they were 
performed 
together in the 
Int grp. 
Blanchette & 
Normand 
(2011) 
JMPT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To evaluate 
the effect of 
augmented 
soft tissue 
mobilization 
(ASTM) on 
the tx of 
lateral 
epicondyliti
s and to 
determine 
RCT, pilot 
study. 
 
Pyramid 
Level: E2 
 
AOTA 
level: I 
 
Subjects 
recruited 
through email 
sent to 
University 
employees. N = 
30, ct=15; 
experimental=1
5. 
Inclusion: 
Chiropractor 
Biomechanics lab of 
Université du Quebec á 
Trois-Rivéres by 
chiropractor completing 
masters’ degree in 
kinesiology.  
O: PRTEE, VAS, PFG 
strength.  
Int:   
Tx grp: 2 tx of 
ASTM/wk for 5 wks. Wk 
PRTEE; analysis of 
variance showed a 
sig↓in pain after 
6wks for ASTM (p 
< .001), remained 
stable during f/u, 
sig↓in pain after 3 
mos for ct grp (p = 
.002) 
VAS for pain 
showed same 
Sample is not 
representative; ½ 
showed lateral 
epicondylopathy 
for >2yrs & 11% 
had a bilateral 
affection 
(natural hx is 
usually + in 2 
yrs & bilateral 
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the 
feasibility to 
conduct a 
study 
investigatin
g whether it 
would 
produce 
better 
improvemen
t than the 
natural 
course of 
healing.  
confirmed 
lateral 
epicondylopath
y through 
Cozen (resisted 
wrist ext) & 
Mill (passive 
elbow ext w/ 
wrist flex) tests; 
at least 18yo. 
Exclusion: 
CTS, 
rheumatoid 
arthritis, 
corticosteroid 
injection w/in 
30 days, 
bleeding 
disorder 
6 reeval all subjects w/ 
same measures.  
Ct grp: informed about 
natural hx of lateral 
epicondylopathy, 
computer ergonomics, 
stretching ex of wrist 
flex/ext (6x/day hold for 
30 seconds), & first level 
of analgesics. 3 mos after 
initial eval, all were e-
mailed PRTEE, VAS, 
and extra questions about 
side effects and if they 
used other tx. 
results w/ p <.005 
for ASTM and p = 
.04 for ct. Sig ↑in 
PFG for both grps. 
To achieve power 
of .80 (a real sig 
difference in terms 
of PRTEE between 
the 2 grps) the 
estimated sample 
size needed, based 
on sig level α =.05, 
type I error is n=58 
in each grp 
have worse 
prognosis).  
Did not 
investigate the 
type of work of 
the subjects. 
Subjects lost to 
f/u were 
removed from 
analysis (no 
intention-to-
treat). Onset of 
lateral 
epicondyloptahy 
not equal 
between grps, 
limiting 
inferring on the 
tx effect. Not 
blinded. 
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Burke et al. 
(2007) 
JMPT 
 
 
 
To 
determine 
the clinical 
efficacy of 
MT for 
relieving 
signs and sx 
of CTS 
Prospectiv
e 
comparati
ve 
research 
design, 
randomize
d, pilot 
study/feasi
bility trial 
 
Pyramid  
Level: E2 
 
AOTA 
level: 1 
 
 
N = 22 
Active ct 
(STM), n=10 
GT, n=12 
Inclusion: dx of 
CTS; self-report 
pain >33mm on 
VAS; sleep 
disturbances, + 
Tinel’s/Phalen’s 
sign; strength, 
touch, or ROM 
deficits  
Exclusion: 
>50yo; surgery 
and/or steroid 
injection tx; 
wrist 
trauma/other 
musculoskeletal
; no dx of CTS 
1 clinician w/ 16 yrs 
experience in manual 
STM administered both 
Int’s in research lab.  
Int= GT: warm-up, GT 
tx, stretching, 
strengthening, and ice. 
STM: deep pressure by 
fingers replaced GT.  
For both: 2 tx/wk for 4 
wks, 1 tx/wk for 2 wks. 
At home ex. Phoned 
monthly during 3 mo f/u.  
O= Self-report of pain, sx 
severity & functional 
status, electrodiagnostics 
to determine CTS; ROM, 
grip & pinch strength, 
sensory fxn, Tinel’s sign, 
Phalen’s test. O 
measured before tx, after 
6 wks, at 3 mos.  
MTs for CTS 
showed 
improvements to 
nerve conduction 
latencies, wrist 
strength & ROM, 
sx severity & 
functional abilities 
providing evidence 
for clinical efficacy 
of conservative tx 
for mild to 
moderate CTS. 
Improvements were 
not different 
between the 2 
therapies. Supports 
theory that MT may 
↑ myofascial wrist 
mobility, ↑ blood 
flow w/in vasa 
nervorum, & 
alleviate local 
ischemic effects on 
median nerve.   
Insufficient n to 
detect statistical 
sig of clinically 
meaningful 
differences 
between tx. Post 
hoc power 
analysis 
indicated that at 
least 81 per MT 
technique would 
be needed.  
Lack of a ct grp.  
3 mo f/u is 
relatively short 
term. 
 
Crothers, 
French, 
Hebert, & 
Walker (2016)  
CMT 
To compare 
the 
effectivenes
s of GT, 
SMT, or a 
sham 
therapy for 
tx of TPS 
RCT 
(three –
arm 
randomize
d), 
placebo-
controlled 
trial 
N = 143 
SMT grp (n = 
36) 
GT grp (n = 63) 
Placebo grp (n 
= 44) 
 
Participants received 10 -
15 mins of SMT, GT, or 
a placebo tx (de-tuned 
ultrasound). 10 txs were 
administered over a 3-4 
wk period 
 
No difference in 
pain or ODI O’s 
between SMT, GT, 
or placebo tx. 
 
There were sig 
improvements 
regardless of tx in 
Final year 
chiropractic 
interns delivered 
some SMT and 
GT tx. Tx 
occurred in 
Australia. 
Therapy O’s may 
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(non-
specific) 
 
Pyramid 
Level: E2 
 
AOTA 
level: I 
 
 
Participants (18 
yrs or older) 
had any 
duration of 
acute or sub-
acute TPS (T1 
to T12). 
 
Exclusion: 
contraindication
s to GT or 
SMT, currently 
receiving care 
for TPS from 
any other 
healthcare 
provider 
 
All txs were performed 
by a final year 
chiropractic student or 
registered chiropractor 
 
O measures:  
Pain VAS and modified 
ODI 
 
O’s were administered at 
baseline 1 wk, and at 1, 
3, 6, and 12 mo 
pain and disability 
measures indicating 
the main effects of 
time (p < .01). 
differ due to 
inexperience and 
differing 
educational 
requirements, 
respectfully. 
 
ODI is a low 
back pain 
disability 
measurement, 
using it for mid 
back pain 
disability may 
affect validity 
Disproportionate 
participant 
allocation to txs 
Faltus, 
Boggess, & 
Bruzga (2012) 
IJSPT 
To test 
musculoskel
etal 
ultrasound 
as a 
diagnostic 
tool and a 
measuremen
t of change 
in injured 
soft tissue 
Single 
subject 
case study 
 
Pyramid  
Level: E4 
 
AOTA 
level: IV 
 
(N = 1) 
 
24 yo male 
cyclist who 
sustained an 
injury to his 
rectus femoris 
while playing 
soccer for 
which he did 
not receive tx.  
12 mos later, pt 
reinjured the 
muscle playing 
Int: 5 sessions of PT over 
the course of 6 wks using 
STM followed by GT. 
Ice massage was used for 
first few sessions to 
control local hyperemia 
caused by friction. Later 
txs used active movement 
(e.g. knee ext and lunges) 
during STM and GT tx. 
Pt was also given home 
ex program focused on 
eccentric movement 
(stretching and ex) 
Normal ROM was 
maintained 
throughout tx 
 
Musculoskeletal 
ultrasound: Size of 
deficit and 
surrounding scar 
tissue remained 
similar, shrinking 
from 1.71 cm to 
1.63 cm. Images 
showed reduction in 
hypoechoic zone 
Case studies 
have weak 
generalizability, 
and low 
experimental 
rigor. 
LEFS and 
subjective pain 
scale were 
reported to be 
taken at first and 
last tx session (6 
wks), but table of 
outcome 
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soccer resulting 
in a tear. 
 
No inclusion or 
exclusion 
criteria 
reported. 
 
O: musculoskeletal 
ultrasound at initial visit 
and follow-up (8 wks 
after injury), LEFS and 
subjective pain scale (w/ 
activity) were measured 
at first and last tx session 
(surrounding tissue 
damage and 
edema). 
LEFS: 67/80 at 
initial tx to 75/80 at 
final tx 
Subjective pain 
scale: 7/10 at initial 
tx to 2/10 at final tx 
measures reports 
they were taken 
at initial tx and 
follow-up (8 
wks). Changes 
seen on 
musculoskeletal 
ultrasound may 
be reflecting 
influence of time 
on healing rather 
than Int 
Heinecke, 
Thuesen, & 
Stow (2014) 
JUKR 
To compare 
stretch and 
strengthenin
g program 
w/ and w/o 
GT on the 
shoulder 
motion of 
overhead 
athletes 
RCT 
 
Pyramid  
Level: E2 
 
AOTA 
level: 1 
 
N = 14 
tx grp: n=7 (4 
females, 3 
males) 
Ct grp: n=7 (4 
females, 3 
males) 
Inclusion: 
Participating in 
a university 
sport w/ UE 
movement 
(volleyball, 
softball, or 
baseball), 18-22 
yo, no shoulder 
injuries in past 
6 mos, no 
shoulder 
Int: Ct grp: 3 min upper 
body warm up, dynamic 
stretching and 
strengthening using 
Thera-Band. Thera-Band 
resistance increased 
when pt maintained 
proper form during 
strengthening and 
stretching. Tx group 
followed same routine w/ 
addition of GT (GT4) to 
posterior shoulders 
following warm-up. Ct 
grp and tx grp received tx 
2 times per week for 4 
wks. 
O: bilateral ROM: 
internal rotation, external 
rotation, and horizontal 
Ct grp and tx grp: 
increased 
goniometric 
measurements 
(increased ROM), 
larger Apley’s 
Scratch Test scores 
(decreased shoulder 
girdle motion). 
Although not 
statistically 
significant, tx grp 
had smaller losses 
in girdle mobility 
and greater 
improvements in 
ROM. Losses in 
girdle mobility may 
be due to increasing 
Thera-Band 
Researchers 
determined if pt 
had good form 
and could 
progress to next 
Thera-Band 
resistance level. 
This was not 
monitored by the 
same researcher 
each time.  
 
At their 
discretion, pts 
provided a 
sufficient stretch 
during dynamic 
strengthening, 
resulting in 
possible variance 
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surgery w/in 1 
yr 
 
adduction of GH joint 
(measured w/ 
goniometer), Apley’s 
Scratch Test. 
Measurements were 
taken at baseline, 
midpoint (2 wks), and 
after completion of tx (4 
wks) 
resistance, which 
researchers believe 
emphasized gains in 
strength rather than 
stretching for 
increased mobility. 
in stretch 
between sessions 
and between 
study 
participants 
Howitt, et al. 
(2006) 
JCCA 
To report on 
a pt w/ 
painful 
trigger 
thumb & 
limited fxn 
who 
underwent 
chiropractic 
tx using 
ART & GT 
Single 
subject 
case study 
 
Pyramid  
Level: D4 
 
AOTA 
level: IV 
42yo male w/ 
right trigger 
thumb. 
Diagnostic 
ultrasound 
revealed severe 
tenosynovitis of 
FPL and 
thickening of 
A1 pulley. 
Walk-in pt at 
multidisciplinar
y sports 
medicine clinic.  
“Certified” ART 
provider. 
 
Int: Tx w/ ART & GT by 
certified provider 
followed by ice. Pt 
advised to self-mobilize 
thenar eminence and 1st 
digit. 8 tx sessions over 
4wks.  
D/c’d and given 
theraputty & thumb ex 
(flex/ext, 
abduction/adduction) to 
continue strengthening. 
Contacted by phone 2 
mos and 14 mos after d/c.  
 
O: ROM, subjective pain 
rating 
1st tx: ↑ ROM, 
moderate pain at 
end range. No 
clicking w/ flex/ext, 
ext restored to full 
range.  
3rd tx: full ROM 
w/o pain, minimal 
pain w/ palpation. 
6th tx: minimal 
pain w/ deep 
palpation. Fatigue 
w/ repeated flex. 
FPL 4/5, performs 
all ADL.  
8th tx: slight 
irritation at capsule 
in full forced flex. 
14 mos post d/c 
complete resolution 
& strength to pre-
injury status. 
 
 
Case study 
format, tx 
protocol used 
may not be 
appropriate for 
all individuals 
presenting w/ 
trigger thumb.  
More research 
needed to 
substantiate the 
findings of the 
effectiveness of 
these soft tissue 
mobilization 
techniques.  
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Papa (2012b) 
JCCA 
 
 
To chronicle 
the 
conservative 
tx & 
managemen
t of 2 work-
related cases 
of lateral 
elbow pain 
dx as lateral 
epicondylop
athy 
2 subject 
case study 
 
 
Pyramid 
Level: D4 
 
AOTA 
Level: IV 
Case 1: 48yo, 
right handed 
female, gradual 
onset of right 
lateral 
epicondylopath
y pain over 6 
wks related to 
repetitive wrist 
flex/ext, and 
finger keying at 
work. Pain 7/10 
VPRS, 
QDWMS=95. 
CTS surgery 
6yrs prior. 
 
Case 2: 47yo 
left handed 
female, gradual 
onset of left 
lateral 
epicdondylopat
hy pain over 4 
wks related to 
repetitive 
squeezing & 
gripping in new 
job. Pain 5/10 
VPRS. 
QDWMS =6.25 
 
 
Chiropractor private 
practice. Case 1  
Int:  medical acupuncture 
w/ electric stimulation, 
GT. Prescribed forearm 
ext/flex stretches & 
eccentric wrist ext 
training w/ dumbbell 
5x/wk. 
Pt seen 2x/wk for 2 wks, 
1x/wk for 6 wks.  Extra 
stretching ex added at wk 
5.  
8 mo f/u via phone. 
 
Case 2  
Int:  same tx & ex 
protocol as Case 1 but w/ 
added counter-force 
brace distal to LE during 
work activities. Pt seen 
2x/wk for 3 wks and 
1x/wk for 6 wks.  
 
O for both: VRPS, 
QDWMS, ROM, resisted 
testing, palpations 
Case 1: Gradual 
improvement over 
course of tx. 
Medication use 
ended in wk 5, 
returned to regular 
work duties wk 8. 
Wk 10, VRPS 0/10 
& QDWMS=0. 
ROM, resisted 
testing, & palpatory 
findings WNL. No 
recurrence of sx at 
f/u. 
 
Case 2: Gradual 
improvement over 
course of tx. 
Continued w/ 
regular duties for 
entire tx. Wk 12, 
VRPS 0/10, 
QDWMS=0. No 
recurrence of sx at 
f/u. 
Case study 
format, tx 
protocol may not 
be appropriate 
for all 
individuals 
presenting w/ 
lateral 
epicondylopathy
.  
 
Both cases 
presented early 
in the course of 
their conditions 
(4 and 6wks) 
which may have 
made the lateral 
epicondylopathy 
more responsive 
to tx.  
 
Multimodal tx 
makes it difficult 
to distinguish 
which factors 
contributed to 
success. 
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Papa (2012a)  
JCCA 
To 
determine 
the 
effectivenes
s of the 
conservative 
tx (GT, 
static 
stretching, 
and 
eccentric 
Ex) on 
DQST 
Single 
subject 
case study 
 
Pyramid 
Level: D4 
 
AOTA 
Level: V 
 
N = 1  
 
right hand 
dominant, 32 yo 
stay at home 
mother w/ 
gradual onset (4 
mo duration) 
right DQST. 
Int: Home ex program w/ 
static stretching and 
eccentric exs , GT tx 
2/wk for 4 wks then 1/wk 
for 4 wks then pt 
continued home ex 
program for 4 additional 
wks (w/o GT) 
 
O measure: Return to 
ADLs (before tx, wk 8, 
wk 12), QDDSS (before 
tx, wk 12), VPRS (before 
tx, wk 8, wk 12), and 
telephone interview (6 
mo f/u only) 
Before tx: QDDSS 
80/100, VPRS 3/10 
at rest and 8/10 
during ADLs, 
functional 
limitation w/many 
ADLs 
Wk 8: VPRS 0/10 
at rest and 1-2/10 
during ADLs, 
began resuming all 
ADLs 
Wk 12: QDDSS 
0/100, VPRS 0/10 
at rest and 0/10 
during ADLs, 
resumed all ADLs 
6 mo: no recurrence 
of wrist pain 
Single subject 
design has lack 
of 
generalizability. 
Different O 
measurements 
were used at 
different points 
w/in the study 
affecting the 
validity of 
overall findings. 
All O 
measurements 
were self-report 
and subject to 
bias. 
Portillo-Soto, 
Eberman, 
Demchak, & 
Peebles (2014) 
JACM 
To 
determine 
the 
effectivenes
s of IASTM 
vs massage 
therapy on 
blood flow 
to the calf 
using lower 
leg skin 
temp as a 
measuremen
RCT, 
longitudin
al, 
controlled, 
single-
blinded 
prospectiv
e, 
repeated-
measure 
design  
 
 
Pyramid  
Healthy 
volunteers (no 
lower leg 
injuries in last 6 
mo, no 
contraindication
s for IASTM or 
manual therapy; 
mean age (SD) 
23 (3), 50% 
female 
 
N = 56 (calves) 
 
Participants received 
massage therapy or GT 
tx, contralateral leg was 
ct. Baseline temp was 
recorded, 10 min tx 
(massage therapy or GT) 
was applied, temp 
recorded immediately 
after tx and every 5 min 
for 60 min after tx. 3 
days later tx and ct calves 
were opposite those used 
in first data collection. 
 
Compared to the ct 
tx, massage therapy 
(p < 0.001) and GT 
(p < 0.001) 
generated 
significantly higher 
dermal temp in the 
treated areas. 
Higher temp ↑ was 
seen in massage 
therapy tx. No sig 
main effect was 
found for 
conditions 
An indirect 
measurement 
was used to 
indicate 
peripheral blood 
flow. Does not 
ensure that blood 
flow is ↑’d or 
that blood flow 
facilitates 
healing. Depth of 
temp change of 
tissue was not 
addressed. 
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t of blood 
flow.  
Level: E2 
 
AOTA 
level: 1 
 
Massage 
therapy grp (n = 
14), MS Ct grp 
(n = 14) 
 
GT grp (n = 
14), 
GT Ct grp (n = 
14) 
 
O measure: temp of both 
calves using a VitalSense 
wireless dermal temp 
patch 
(ES=0.602) or time 
(ES=0.881). 
 
A rise in dermal 
temp may be 
indicative of ↑’d 
blood flow. ↑ in 
blood flow may 
promote healing.  
Therapists 
providing tx also 
assessed and 
were not blinded. 
Procedures for 
GT and massage 
therapy tx were 
not included 
which affects 
reliability. 
Markovic 
(2015) JBMT 
To evaluate 
the effects 
of foam 
rolling, 
IASTM, 
FAT on hip 
and knee 
ROM in 
soccer 
players 
RCT 
 
Pyramid  
Level: E2 
 
AOTA 
level: 1 
 
(N = 20) 
Ct grp: (n=10) 
Trial Grp: 
(n=10) 
Inclusion: 
Regional-level 
male soccer 
players 
Exclusion: hx of 
thigh muscle 
injuries during 
the last 2 yrs. 
Int’s evaluated were a 
combination of foam 
rolling and an IASTM 
technique called Fascial 
Abrasion Technique. 
O measures were the 
passive straight leg raise 
test and passive knee 
Flex test. 
O’s  were measured 
before, immediately after 
and 24 hour after Int (FR 
or FAT) 
 
Both grps showed 
sig ↑ in both O 
measures, (p<.05) 
but the FAT grp 
showed greater ↑ 
(10-19% vs. 5-9%) 
that persisted in the 
24 hour post- Int 
measurement. 
Sample consisted 
entirely of young 
athletes, limiting 
generalizability. 
Relatively new 
tx means that 
practitioners may 
not yet be adept 
at administering 
the tx 
effectively. 
McCormack 
(2012) IJSPT  
To 
determine 
the 
effectivenes
s of 
Single 
subject 
case study 
 
Pyramid  
N = 1 
 
56 yo female 
recreational 
tennis player w/ 
After initial PT eval, pt 
was given ASTYM tx 
and home ex program 
(eccentric calf raises 4 
sets of 10-20 repetitions 
By 6th tx, pt 
reported 75% return 
of fxn in tennis 
play. By 10th tx pt 
reported no lim or 
Sx were mild 
(high initial 
LEFS score), 
could have 
improved w/o 
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ASTYM in 
conjunction 
w/ an 
eccentric Ex 
on a pt w/ 
achilles 
tendinopath
y 
Level: D4 
 
AOTA 
level: IV 
 
mid-portion 
Achilles 
tendinopathy (6 
wk duration) 
 
and calf stretches. 
Frequency: 10 ASTYM 
txs, 2 per wk for 5wks 
O measures: NPRS, 
LEFS, administered at 
baseline (initial eval) and 
every tx following 
pain when playing 
tennis. 
 
Together, ASTYM 
and eccentric ex 
may be an effective 
tx for Achilles 
tendinopathy 
 
Int. Fast healing 
time may be due 
to lack of 
chronicity of sx. 
Single subject 
design has lack 
of 
generalizability 
 
Melham et al. 
(1998)  
MSSE 
To 
determine 
the efficacy 
of STM on 
the scar 
tissue 
(connective 
tissue 
fibrosis) of 
an athlete’s 
ankle. 
Case study 
 
Pyramid 
Level: D4 
 
AOTA 
level: V 
 
Division III 
college football 
player (20 yo) 
who received 
conservative tx 
for post-
traumatic scar 
tissue related to 
ankle pain and 
subsequent fnxl 
limitations. ↓ 
ROM noted 
during the 
physical exam. 
Limitations 
related to these 
impairments 
were required 
for this study to 
measure O’s. 
Int: Micro-trauma 
induced in scar tissue w/ 
specialized instruments, 
using longitudinal strokes 
against a lubricant to 
target parallel    
arrangements of muscle 
fibers. The tx lasted 5-10 
mins to promote tissue 
healing. 
O: ROM, cryotherapy, 
and flexibility ex 
improved fxn in this 
study, although this is not 
conclusive, as case 
studies struggle to 
establish causation. 
 
w/ activity, the 
individual’s ankle 
pain went away, 
ROM, scar 
matured, 
dorsiflexion ↑’d 
from 5-10%, 
plantarflexion, 
inversion, and 
eversion ↑’d. 
Conservative tx and 
surgery may be 
expensive and have 
poor O’s. Overall, 
ASTM has been 
helpful in 
supporting 
conservative tx for 
soft tissue fibrosis. 
 
While this case 
provides some 
efficacy to 
support that 
micro-trauma 
from ASTM can 
help cure 
fibrosis, more 
research is 
necessary to 
generalize these 
findings to other 
individuals. 
Laudner, 
Compton, 
To 
determine 
Blinded, 
RCT 
N = 35 
tx n = 17 
Int grp received identical 
IASTM via the GT, 
IASTM grp showed 
greater 
Predetermined 
GT was used for 
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McLoda, & 
Walters (2014) 
IJPT 
the 
effectivenes
s of IASTM 
in 
improving 
acute 
passive GH 
horizontal 
adduction 
and internal 
rotation 
ROM in 
collegiate 
baseball 
players. 
 
 
Pyramid  
Level: E2 
 
AOTA 
level: I 
Ct n = 18 
Asymptomatic 
(no UE injuries 
in the last 6 mo 
or hx of 
surgeries in 
throwing arm), 
NCAA Division 
1 collegiate 
baseball 
players; tx grp 
mean age (SD) 
20.1 (1.2), Ct 
grp, 20.3 (1.1) 
 
applied according to GT 
recommendations. 
Ct grp received no tx. 
 
O: GH internal rotation 
and horizontal rotation 
PROM. 
improvements in 
GH horizontal 
adduction (p 
< .025) and internal 
rotation (p < .001) 
ROM than ct grp.  
First study to 
demonstrate that a 
brief application of 
IASTM to posterior 
shoulder region 
results in these 
ROM 
improvements.  
Future studies 
should also 
examine IASTM on 
ROM over multiple 
applications. 
each client to 
ensure 
homogeneity. 
Only specific 
movements of 
the GH joint 
were examined.  
Study sample 
consisted solely 
of asymptomatic, 
collegiate 
baseball players, 
limiting 
generalizability. 
Only examined 
the acute effects 
of a single 
application of 
IASTM on 
ROM. 
Lawson, Hung, 
Gordon, & 
Laframboise 
(2011) JCM 
To highlight 
the 
pectoralis 
minor 
muscle as a 
possible 
source of 
pain in the 
anterior 
chest. 
Single 
subject 
study 
 
Pyramid  
Level: D4 
 
AOTA 
level: V 
 
N = 1 
 
58 yo male, 
amateur cross 
country skier 
who reported 
anterior chest 
pain w/ 
unremarkable 
cardiac 
investigational 
findings 
Int: 4 sessions over 2 
wks: 
Warm up: 5 min on 
Schwinn Airdyne bike 
and heat pad on the 
pectoral region. Followed 
by a stretch of these 
muscles (stretches 
completed at home as 
well). 
Pt reported 8/10 on 
numeric pain scale 
before tx, 4/10 after 
second tx, and 0/10 
after 4th tx 
 
Pt was able to 
resume cross-
country skiing after 
second visit. 
Multiple txs 
make it difficult 
to say the extent 
to which each tx 
contributed to 
recovery or if the 
improvements 
were due to time. 
 
Pain 
measurement 
CAT THESIS 21 
 
No inclusion or 
exclusion 
criteria 
reported. 
GT on pectoralis major 
and minor using GT1 and 
GT3 Graston tools.  
Education on proper 
cross country skiing form 
O: numeric pain scale, 
measured after each tx 
was not reported 
for third tx 
Schaefer & 
Sandrey 
(2012)  
JSR 
To 
determine 
the 
effectivene
ss of a 
dynamic 
balance tx 
in 
combinatio
n w/ GT on 
chronic 
ankle 
instability 
RCT, 
single 
blind 
 
Pyramid  
Level: E2 
 
AOTA 
level: 1 
 
N = 36 
Dynamic 
balance tx/GT 
grp (n = 13) 
Sham grp (n = 
12) 
Ct grp (n = 11) 
 
Healthy (no 
ankle sprain 6 
wks before 
study), 
physically 
active high 
school or 
college 
students (5 
females, 31 
males); mean 
age (SD) 17.7 
(1.9) 
Exclusion: no 
hx of ankle 
sprain, no 
perceived 
Dynamic balance tx/GT 
grp: Received dynamic 
balance tx w/GT 
Sham grp: Received 
dynamic balance tx and 
used a GT sequence of 
strokes w/ GT tools 
w/o applying pressure 
Ct grp: Received 
dynamic balance tx w/o 
GT 
Participants received 
45 mins of tx 2 times 
per wk for 4 wks 
O measure: FAAM, 
FAAM Sport, Pain VAS, 
goniometric ankle ROM 
(dorsiflexion, 
plantarflexion, 
inversion, eversion), 
and SEBT (anterior, 
posterior) were 
administered before 
and after (w/in one wk) 
Int 
Posttest for all 
grps showed sig 
improvements in 
FAAM (p < .01), 
FAAM Sport (p 
< .01), Pain VAS (p 
< .01), goniometric 
ankle ROM, and 
SEBT. 
 
No grp improved 
significantly more 
than the others 
did. The largest 
effect size on the 
most 
measurements 
was seen in the 
dynamic balance 
tx/GT grp (FAAM, 
FAAM Sport, ROM, 
and SEBT). Sham 
tx had the largest 
effect size for Pain 
VAS. 
High rate of 
attrition may 
affect 
generalizability 
(suspension n = 
3, illness n = 1, 
injury n = 2, did 
not complete 
75% of rehab 
sessions n = 3). 
Also, lack of 
generalizability 
due to 
convenience 
sample, which 
only included 
active 
individuals 
from Mid 
Atlantic 
University and 
North Central 
American high 
school. Possible 
bias due to lack 
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ankle 
instability, 
grade III ankle 
laxity, or lower 
extremity 
surgery 
 of blinding of 
assessors or 
therapists 
Sevier & 
Gehlsen 
(1995)  
MSSE   
The 
purpose of 
this study 
was to 
address a 
PT tx plan 
and ASTM 
on treating 
lateral 
epicondyliti
s. 
 
Experime
nt 
 
Pyramid 
Level: E2 
 
AOTA 
level: I 
Traditional or 
ASTM PT 
modalities 
were used to 
assign 4 pts w/ 
lateral 
epicondylitis 
randomly to 
either of these 
tx protocols. 
The first 
session was to 
see if the 
problem could 
get resolved, 
and, if not, a 
second session 
was 
Int: The middle digit 
isokinetic test 
measured the amount 
of force the middle digit 
extensor muscles could 
handle, as measured by 
dynamometer. A Jamar 
hand dynamometer 
measured grip strength, 
w/ elbow extended. A 
10 category Borg Scale 
rated pain outcomes. 
Instruments, used w/ 
cocoa butter, were used 
to pass over tissues for 
5-10 Mins, followed by 
stretching to maintain 
tissue length after tx. 
83% of ASTM 
cases and 42% of 
traditional cases 
were successfully 
resolved. The 
additional 36% 
received the other 
tx for 4 wks. 
Switching from 
traditional to 
ASTM tx was more 
effective than the 
other way around 
(82% vs. 25%, 
respectively), 
implying that 
ASTM may be 
more effective 
Grip strength 
may 
overestimate 
the 
improvement of 
clients w/ 
lateral 
epicondylitis, 
because 
strength 
improved in 
both grps, and 
both grps 
showed no 
difference. 
ASTM and 
traditional tx 
were provided 
CAT THESIS 23 
undertaken.  
Inclusion 
criteria 
included pain 
over the lateral 
epicondyle. UE 
paresthesia, 
direct trauma, 
radicular sx, 
CTS, 
connective 
tissue diseases, 
medial 
epicondylitis, 
sensory 
changes, and ↓ 
ROM 
   O: ASTM was found to 
be more effective than 
traditional tx. 
than traditional tx. 
These results were 
supported 
statistically, as p 
< .01 for both, as 
well as the 
crossover txs.  
by the same 2 
researchers, 
which could 
bias them 
against the tx. 
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Slaven & 
Mathers, 
(2011)  
JMMT 
To describe 
manageme
nt of a pt 
w/ chronic 
ankle pain 
treated w/ 
manipulati
on and 
ASTYM tx. 
Single 
subject 
case 
study 
 
Pyramid  
Level: D4 
 
AOTA 
level: V 
 
(N = 1) 
Pt was a 35 yo 
woman who 
had a severe 
ankle sprain 6 
mo prior. 
 
No inclusion or 
exclusion 
criteria 
reported. 
Int: combination of 
talocrural joint 
manipulation ASTYM tx, 
home ex and stretches.  
 
O:  measures include 
the LEFS, global rate of 
fxn, and functional 
measures, e.g. pain 
during descent of stairs, 
distance/duration run 
on a treadmill. O’s were 
measured each visit. 
Mobilization can 
be used in 
combination w/ 
ASTYM to ↑ ankle 
mobility and 
manage pain of a 
pt w/ chronic 
ankle pain.  
No statistical 
analysis was 
performed, but O 
measures showed 
improvement 
post-tx. More 
rigorous 
experimental 
research should be 
conducted to 
corroborate and 
validate these 
findings. 
Case studies 
have weak 
generalizability, 
and low 
experimental 
rigor. Int 
included many 
different txs, 
and the 
contribution of 
discrete txs is 
difficult to 
determine. 
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Vardiman et. 
al. (2015)  
IJSM 
To measure 
the effect of 
IASTM on 
the passive 
properties 
and 
inﬂammati
on in 
human 
skeletal 
muscle. 
Repeated 
measures 
design,  
random 
assignme
nt, 
E2/O3,  I 
Acute effects of 
the IASTM on 
plantar    
ﬂexors were 
studied. 11 
healthy men 
(who did not 
have 
neuromuscular 
disorder, 
musculoskelet
al problems or 
skin diseases 
of the plantar 
flexors, and 
who did not 
take NSAIDs, 
aspirin, or 
other over-the-
counter anti-
thrombotic 
medications) 
had MTS, 
PROM, PASTQ 
and MVPT 
measured in 
the plantar 
flexors of the 
lower leg. 
Int: IASTM for tx leg, 
muscle biopsy Int, from 
the ct leg. Post-IASTM 
assessments were given 
after tx was completed. 
The subsequent 3 visits 
included muscle biopsy 
of the tx leg only and 
isokinetic assessment of 
the tx leg and ct leg.  
O: The MTS, PROM, 
PASTQ, MVCPT tx 
showed no large 
differences between tx 
leg and ct leg. Less fxn 
and more pain was 
found w/ IASTM in the 
tx leg. It should be 
noted, however, that 
this is a non-pt grp, so 
results may vary. 
No statistically sig 
two way 
interactions (time 
x tx), or 
statistically sig 
main effects for 
time or tx were 
found for MTS, 
PROM, and MVPT 
(p > .05). PFAQ 
subjective 
measures of 
performance of 
ADLs by the 
affected body part 
at 24 and 48 
hours, and 
subjective 
measures of pain 
at 24 and 72 hours 
were statistically 
sig (p <.05), while 
subjective 
measures of pain 
at 48 hours were 
not (p >.05). 
Results show that 
IASTM does not 
change PROM, or 
MVCPT in healthy 
human skeletal 
muscle. 
The 
background 
research 
discusses data 
obtained from 
animal subjects; 
however, it may 
be challenging 
in applying 
these findings 
to human 
subjects. 
Additionally, 
the sample size 
is small and 
these findings 
may or may not 
generalize to 
other 
populations. 
Table Summarizing the Meta-Analyses/Meta-Syntheses/Systematic Review Evidence: 
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Author, Year,  
Journal  
Abbreviation   
 
Study 
Objectives 
Study 
Design/ 
Level of 
Evidence 
 
Number of 
Papers 
Included, 
Inclusion and 
Exclusion 
Criteria 
Interventions & 
Outcome Measures 
Summary of 
Results  
Study 
Limitations 
McMurray et 
al. (2015)  
IJATT 
 
To 
elucidate 
similarities 
& 
differences 
while 
exploring 
current 
research, 
theoretical 
mechanism
s of action, 
& reported 
clinical 
effectivene
ss of 
IASTM, 
MFR, & 
ART. 
To inform 
clinicians’ 
decisions 
regarding 
MT options. 
Pyramid 
Level: 
E1/01 
 
AOTA 
level: I 
 
Levels of 
evidence 
of papers 
reviewed: 
E2/E3/E
4/O3/O4 
 
 
61 papers 
spanned yrs of 
1968-2014.  
 
No inclusion, 
exclusion, or 
search 
strategies 
mentioned. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MFR, IASTM, & ART tx 
Is.  
O: + for headaches, 
lateral epicondylopathy, 
fibromyalgia, shoulder 
ROM, pain, pelvic girdle, 
foot, and hip fxn, CTS, 
plantar fasciitis, lumbar 
compartment 
syndrome, 
supraspinatus & 
Achilles tendinosis. 
Contraindications: 
malignancy, acute 
rheumatoid arthritis, 
severe osteoarthritis, 
healing fractures, 
advanced diabetes, 
open wounds, 
aneurysm, highly-
sensitive skin, 
thrombophlebitis, 
hypertension, kidney 
dysfxn, hematoma, 
myositis ossifcans, 
blunt trauma, & active 
inflammation. 
MFR, IASTM, & 
ART all intend to 
improve pain, 
ROM, and/or fxn. 
Light pressure for 
MFR and no 
recommended 
force for IASTM & 
ART. Differences 
between tx time & 
certification 
programs may 
lead therapists to 
choose one tx over 
another. IASTM 
induces controlled 
inflammatory 
response; MFR & 
ART do not.  
Future research to 
track long-term pt 
O’s. Choose 
method based on 
individual 
presentation, 
sensitivity to 
pressure, pain 
Search criteria 
not specified.  
 
Databases used 
not specified. 
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threshold, & 
available tx time.   
Cheatham, et 
al. (2016) 
JCCA 
To 
systematica
lly appraise 
the current 
evidence 
assessing 
the effects 
of IASTM as 
an Int to 
treat a 
musculoske
letal 
pathology 
or to 
enhance 
joint ROM. 
AOTA 
Level I, 
All 
included 
studies 
Level I 
Pyramid 
Level: E1 
All 
included 
studies 
were E2 
(N = 7), all RCT 
Peer reviewed, 
English 
language 
publications 
Controlled 
clinical trials 
that compared 
pretest and 
posttest 
measurements 
for an I 
program using 
IASTM 
Investigations 
that compared 
an I program 
using IASTM 
Investigations 
that compared 
Int: A variety of IASTM 
technique, including GT, 
FAT but not AYSTM 
A wide variety of O 
measures were used 
depending on the study 
and purpose. 
Emerging 
evidence was 
found (Burke et 
al,. 2007 was 
considered the 
strongest 
evidence) for the 
efficacy of IASTM, 
but that further 
research is 
required to 
determine its 
clinical 
effectiveness and 
protocol for 
proper 
implementation. 
Overall evidence 
was weak, but 
Many of the 
studies used 
IASTM as part 
of a wider tx 
protocol, 
making it 
difficult to 
determine the 
exact efficacy of 
IASTM alone. 
The 
inconsistent 
methodology of 
IASTM makes 
accurate 
measurement 
difficult. 
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two I programs 
using IASTM. 
The search 
terms 
included: 
individual or a 
combination of 
the following: 
instrument;ass
isted; 
augmented; 
soft-tissue; 
mobilization; 
Graston®;and 
technique. 
The terms Gua 
sha and 
ASTYM® were 
omitted from 
this search. 
suggests promise 
in future research. 
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Joseph et al. 
(2012) JSR 
To 
determine 
if 
tendinopat
hy can be 
treated by 
DFM. 
Systemati
c 
literature 
review, 
D1, I 
 
4 RCTs, 2 
NCTs, and 3 
prospective 
non-
comparison 
trials were 
found, 9 
studies of 
which met the 
inclusion 
criteria. 
Articles from 
all languages 
were searched 
in PubMed, 
Scopus, Pedro, 
CINAHL, 
Psychinfo, and 
the Cochrane 
Library. The 9 
included 
articles met 
Pedro and 
Centre for 
Evidence 
Based 
Medicine 
rating criteria 
based on 
several specific 
search terms; 
others were 
discarded. 
Selecting different types 
of studies to present 
well-rounded findings, 
having a complete 
understanding of the 
pathology of 
tendinopathy as more 
than an inflammatory 
condition, and the 
supporting literature 
that shows DFM as an 
effective strategy for 
treating tendinopathy 
↑’s rigor of the study. 
No pooling of data 
occurred due to 
the variability in 
pt populations due 
to different tx and 
O measures. 
Overall, DFM 
appears to treat 
tendinopathy, but 
there is not 
enough evidence 
to support it as a 
tx strategy. Tx for 
supraspinatus 
impingements 
does not isolate 
DFM as a tx 
strategy, so 
efficacy of DFM as 
a stand- alone tx is 
hard to pinpoint. 
A study 
measuring 
tissue response 
from 
stimulation is 
necessary to 
support the 
efficacy of DFM, 
which requires 
further 
research. More 
randomized 
comparison 
trials should 
compare DFM 
in isolation w/ 
other strategies. 
These studies 
are difficult 
because they 
w/ hold tx to 
one grp in the 
study. 
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Loghmani, & 
Bane (2016) 
JNP 
To provide 
an overview 
of the 
literature 
related to 
modern day 
IASTM 
practice 
approaches. 
Pyramid  
Level: 
E1/O1 
 
AOTA 
level: I 
(include 
studies 
range 
from I-V) 
 
(N = 37)  
Only peer-
reviewed 
publications 
were reviewed. 
Pre-clinical and 
clinical research 
articles were 
included; book 
chapters, 
textbooks, 
training 
manuals, non-
peer reviewed 
articles, 
abstracts, 
commentaries 
and editorials 
were excluded. 
Search terms 
not reported. 
Int = a variety of IASTM 
technique, including GT 
and ASTYM. 
A wide variety of O 
measures were used 
depending on the study, 
purpose and population. 
The literature 
suggests IASTM is 
an efficacious 
mechano-
therapeutic 
modality, and that 
effectiveness 
depends heavily on 
magnitude and 
application of tx 
pressure and 
optimal tissue 
loading w/in a 
therapeutic 
window. No 
IASTM approach 
has been found to 
be superior to 
another. 
 
 
Difficult to 
compare results 
between studies 
because 
quantification of 
IASTM force 
was excluded. 
 
Potential author 
bias when 
interpreting the 
literature  
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Abbreviation Full Phrase 
+          positive   
↑          increase 
↓          decrease 
ADL activities of daily living 
ART     Active Release Technique 
ASTM  Augmented Soft Tissue Mobilization 
Ct        control 
CTS Carpal Tunnel Syndrome 
d/c       discharge 
DFM deep friction massage 
DQST De Quervain’s Stenosing Tenosynovitis 
dx       diagnosis 
eval     evaluation 
ex        exercise 
ext       extension 
f/u        follow up 
FAAM The Foot and Ankle Ability Measure 
FAT Fascial Abrasion Technique 
flex     flexion 
FPL     flexor pollicis longus 
fxn      function              
GH Glenohumeral 
grp      group 
GT Graston Technique 
hx       history 
IASTM instrument assisted soft tissue mobilization 
I Int 
LEFS   Lower Extremity Functional Scale 
MFR    Myofascial Release Therapy 
min minute(s) 
mo       month(s) 
MT    manual therapy 
MTS musculotendinous stiffness 
MVCPT  maximum voluntary contraction peak torque 
NCAA National Collegiate Athletic Association 
NPRS    Numeric Pain Rating Scale 
NSAID non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug 
O      outcome 
ODI   Oswestry Disability Index 
PASTQ passive resistance torque 
PFG  Pain-Free Grip: strength test 
PNF proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation 
PROM passive range of motion 
PRTEE  Patient-Rated Tennis Elbow Evaluation 
PT     physical therapy(ist) 
pt patient 
QDDSS  QuickDASH Disability and Symptom Score 
QDWMS        Quick-DASH Work Module Score 
RCT randomized controlled trial 
ROM range of motion 
SD standard deviation 
SEBT Star Excursion Balance Test 
sig       significant 
SMT    spinal manipulative therapy 
STM soft tissue mobilization 
sx symptom 
temp   temperature 
Abbreviation Full Phrase 
TPS     thoracic spinal pain 
tx treatment 
UE  upper extremity 
VAS     Visual Analog Scale 
VRPS  Verbal Pain Rating Scale 
w/        with 
w/o      without 
wk week 
WNL    within normal limits           
yo        year old 
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Summary of Key Findings: 
 
Summary of Experimental Studies 
        A total of 11 RCTs were included in the CAT table. Six measured a wide variety 
of clinically relevant outcome measures (decreasing pain, increasing ROM, etc.) with 
participants who had some kind of functional impairment. Three of six found 
statistically significant results indicating that the treatment was more effective than the 
control treatment in at least one outcome measure. In most of the studies, participants 
in the IASTM treatment group saw improvements over baseline conditions. Five 
studies measured various physiological responses to IASTM or STM on healthy 
participants. Generally, these studies revealed that the technique produced the desired 
acute responses (increased temperature and range of motion) in participants. One 
study by Vardiman et al. (2015) on healthy male participants found no statistically 
significant changes in their outcome measures (MTS, PROM, PASTQ, MVCPT) after IASTM. 
Heinecke, Thuesen, and Stow (2014) found that both the control treatment (dynamic 
stretching and strengthening treatment) and the experimental treatment (treated 
additionally with Graston technique) showed increases in ROM, but a decrease in 
shoulder girdle motion. 
       In addition to randomized controlled trials, eight single-subject case studies were 
reviewed for patients with a wide variety of diagnoses, including painful trigger 
thumb, lateral epicondylitis, pectoralis minor pain, torn rectus femoris, and various 
forms of tendinopathy. Outcome measures were similarly varied, but a common 
outcome was pain. All of the case studies found that IASTM, sometimes in 
conjunction with other treatments, resulted in positive treatment outcomes. 
 
Summary of Outcome Studies 
              N/A 
 
Summary of Qualitative Studies 
N/A 
 
Summary of Descriptive Studies  
       One systematic literature review of descriptive studies was included in the CAT 
table, which highlighted whether or not DFM is helpful in treating tendinopathy and 
discussed tendinopathy as more than an inflammatory condition. It was found that 
DFM does tend to enhance treatment of tendinopathy, but that results are limited, as 
this treatment strategy is not well enough developed. Treatment for supraspinatus 
impingement is also not well enough supported by DFM as a stand-alone treatment. 
The different types of studies (RCTs, NCTs, prospective non-comparison trials), found 
from searching several databases, increased the efficacy of the study and improved the 
rigor, as different avenues for exploring treatment were utilized. Different treatment 
and outcome measures were found as a result of the variability of the studies, and no 
pooling of data was possible. 
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Implications for Consumers: 
       IASTM has been used to treat a wide variety of populations with musculoskeletal or joint 
disorders, and research on IASTM has examined its effects on an equally wide range of 
conditions, including individuals with no disorders. One of the purported treatment effects is a 
reduction of pain and increase in ROM.  
       Numerous case studies using IASTM have reported positive treatment outcomes, but 
some studies with larger sample sizes have had dropouts due to pain or bruising. (Burke et al., 
2007) A consumer should be cautious about receiving IASTM. While it may be effective for 
reducing pain, other manual therapies have been found to be just as beneficial and potentially 
less costly, with a lower risk of negative outcomes.  
 
 
Implications for Practitioners: 
       The effectiveness of IASTM depends on a wide variety of factors, such as “the stage of 
tissue healing and repair; overall patient condition and comorbidities; the underlying 
pathology, disease process or condition; tissue structure, type and location; and importantly, 
the desired treatment response (e.g. pro-inflammatory vs. non-inflammatory)” (Loghmani & 
Bane, 2016, p. 2). Case reports generally show positive treatment outcomes, but RCTs that 
compare IASTM to other treatments generally show that IASTM is not significantly more 
effective than other forms of manual therapy. Thus, according to the current body of research, 
IASTM should be used sparingly, with respect to each client’s situation based on the factors 
listed above. 
       The research implies that the best results IASTM occur when it is administered according 
to an established protocol for at least four to eight treatment sessions (Loghmani & Bane, 
2016). Additionally, most of the positive treatment outcomes that have been studied used 
IASTM in combination with eccentric exercises, static stretching (Papa, 2012a; Papa, 2012b) 
or other therapies, such as foam rolling (Markovic, 2015) and massage therapy (Portillo-Soto, 
Eberman, Demchak, & Peebles 2014).  As IASTM procedures are not particularly time 
consuming, they can be incorporated into many different treatment programs along with other 
treatments. Program development should not be based around IASTM, as evidence for its sole 
efficacy is currently limited, but programs may include IASTM as a form of STM to 
complement other treatments. Practitioners should exercise care during administration to 
minimize bruising and warn consumers that bruising is a possibility. 
 
 
Implications for Researchers: 
       Research on IASTM is still relatively new, even though the procedure itself has been used 
since ancient times. Current evidence on IASTM is limited, and tends to show that it is not 
more effective than other forms of therapy. However, one major limitation of these studies is 
the lack of a standardized protocol (force applied, direction and duration of stimulation, etc.) 
which somewhat limits the validity of findings. Little research has been done on determining 
the optimal protocol, dosage and target diseases for administering IASTM. Thus determining 
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the best method of performing IASTMs, possibly a study comparing popular forms of IASTM 
(e.g., GT and ASTYM) should be a top priority for research. 
       Additionally, most studies use a combination of treatments including IASTM, making it 
difficult to isolate the discrete effect of any single treatment. More rigorous experimental 
research (RCT) on IASTM using explicit, standardized protocol should be conducted to 
determine the precise effects of IASTM on various musculoskeletal pathologies. Also, more 
pre-clinical trials are required to determine the precise mechanism of action occurring in the 
soft tissue/myofascial system.  
 
 
 
Bottom Line for Occupational Therapy Practice/ Recommendations for Better Practice: 
       There is currently limited evidence for the efficacy of IASTM as a treatment for joint and 
tissue pathology, but a number of case studies show promising results using IASTM, and 
experiments usually find it equally as effective as other forms of manual therapy. The 
treatment is still not well understood, and more research should be done to confirm its 
effectiveness, the conditions for which it has the greatest treatment outcomes, and the most 
optimal administration procedures. However, because most outcome studies have shown that 
IASTM can be at least as effective as other manual therapies, practitioners can continue to use 
IASTM as an option for manual therapy for the time being.   
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Involvement Plan 
 
 Meeting with our clinician, Brian Chase, CHT, OTR/L and our subsequent meeting with 
our faculty chair, George Tomlin, was an informative step in the knowledge translation (KT) 
process of our research project. During our meeting with Brian, we began by presenting him with 
a copy of our final CAT paper. Next, we asked him if he had any thoughts or ideas for our next 
step, to which he replied that he did not. At this point, we presented several ideas we had 
prepared for the KT portion of our project. The first idea we presented was to make a ‘mock case 
study’. Some researchers, including those published in the American Journal of Occupational 
Therapy have begun writing ‘mock case studies’ as a way to inform practitioners of research. 
Brian worked with these case studies for his master’s research project and although he saw their 
merit, he did not feel that it would help him inform his own practice. Second, we proposed to 
help Brian conduct a case study with one of his patients. We presented this idea knowing that the 
feasibility of such a project was low due to the Institutional Review Board and North West 
Sports Physical Therapy’s policies. Brian appreciated our idea, but agreed that this would be 
difficult given the IRB and timing being barriers. 
 Lastly, we presented him with our more desired option: a wall chart to incorporate our 
findings into an easy to read medium for practitioners, students, and clients. We further 
elaborated our plans for this chart as one that will incorporate our research findings in the area of 
instrument assisted technology and organize it by strength of the study, applicability to certain 
areas of the body, and when and why such a technique is recommended. The idea of the chart 
grabbed Brian’s attention. However, he stated that he would rather have a smaller, page sized 
chart so that he could place it in a file for future reference by practitioners. An electronic version 
of the chart (Excel spreadsheet) was then suggested for ease of sharing with practitioners, but 
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Brian preferred to have a hard copy of the chart so that he could keep it in a file with his other 
reference material. 
Upon meeting with George Tomlin, to discuss the project that we had arrived upon with 
Brian, George expressed apprehension that the chart would not result in knowledge translation. 
This was a worry that we all shared. As a result, we discussed a new option, centered around one 
of our original desires: To help contribute to the current body of literature on IASTM in hand 
therapy. Our project is a needs assessment of holes in the current literature that need to be filled 
in order to say definitively whether or not there is efficacy in the use of IASTM in hand therapy. 
These gaps in the evidence will be highly varied, centering around narrowing down the types of 
tissue where IASTM is most useful as well as gaps that are occupational therapy focused 
including how IASTM affects performance patterns. Our needs assessment will be written for a 
professional audience. We will post a written assessment as well as a supplemental pictorial 
description to an online hand therapy forum or Facebook group. Our hope is to get feedback on 
our needs assessment as well as help motivate practitioners to publish their own research.  
 Facilitators to this portion of the project mainly center around the involvement of our 
audience. Finding the correct medium to post our project will be key. An existing online forum 
or Facebook group will allow us to reach practitioners quickly. It will be important for us to 
research these forums and Facebook groups to find those that have the most active participants. 
The quality and clarity of the information we present will be a facilitator to engagement, 
discussion, and response. 
Similarly, the biggest barrier we face to knowledge translation is an inactive or 
unresponsive audience. Finding a way to engage our audience will be important. Asking the 
audience questions or asking them to contribute some ideas they may have could be a critical 
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factor in our needs assessment being the most successful as possible. Presenting information via 
pictures and words will increase the likelihood that the audience will be engaged due to the 
multimodal presentation of information. Another barrier is rules and regulations pertaining to 
posting to forums and Facebook pages that may prevent us from presenting our information 
through the best site. 
 
Task/Product Deadline 
Date 
Steps with dates to achieve the final 
outcome 
Pictorial and written needs assessment 
for research pertaining to the use of 
IASTM in hand therapy 
April 12, 
2017 
Create an outline for the written portion 
of the needs assessment March 20, 2017 
Create a rough draft for written and 
pictorial needs assessment for review by 
project chair by March 24, 2017 
Final draft of needs assessment 
incorporating feedback from George and 
Brian to be completed by 
April 12, 2017 
Post final draft of needs assessment with 
revisions to a hand therapy forum or 
Facebook group by  
April 21, 2017 
 
The creation of our needs assessment for further research will be monitored by the deadlines we 
have set for ourselves as well as guidance from our project chair, George Tomlin. We will meet 
with George after creating a rough draft of our assessment (both written and pictorial). After 
implementing George’s suggestions, we will send our revised rough draft to Brian for his 
feedback. To evaluate the outcome of our project we will post the final draft of our assessment to 
a hand therapy online forum or Facebook page for feedback from its members. 
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Process and Outcomes of Knowledge Translation 
 
The KT portion of this assignment has changed significantly throughout the final 
months of the research project. After consulting with Brian Chase early in the semester, it was 
determined that we would make a chart which laid out the conditions in which IASTM is most 
beneficial to better inform the use of IASTM in the clinic. Upon further thought, it was 
discovered that the project would not result in knowledge translation for three major reasons. 
First, after reviewing the conclusions of the CAT table, Brian said that our conclusion (that there 
is not enough literature to determine the efficacy of IASTM) did not surprise him, and therefore, 
he would not change the way in which he used it. Secondly, the chart would be kept in such a 
way that it would not be shared. Third, the chart would likely not be updated as new literature 
was produced, making it potentially obsolete or even harmful in the future. 
                 After careful thought, the KT portion moved in a different direction. One in which 
we would draw attention to the gaps in the literature that were limiting our ability to determine 
the efficacy for the use of IASTM in hand therapy. To complete the knowledge translation 
portion of the project, we wanted to share our findings concerning areas that lack evidence with 
the hand therapy community so that they might be inspired to contribute their own case studies to 
begin filling these gaps. We wanted to develop something that clearly showed these gaps, yet 
was concise enough that members of a hand therapy Facebook group would be able to quickly 
read it and provide feedback. From this idea we developed the RNA for IASTM in hand therapy. 
Because we were unable to locate a needs assessment for research, we began to develop our own 
template for the document with the help of our research chair. We began by creating an outline 
of all of the factors which could affect the use of IASTM in hand therapy as well as the ways in 
which effects could be measured. With the outline complete, we reviewed all of the relevant 
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articles that were included in the CAT, placing an in-text citation of the article under each bullet 
point that it had addressed. The information in the outline was also represented in a table where 
the bullet points were put into three categories: most evidence, moderate evidence, or little or no 
evidence. The articles included in the outline were also put into a table to show the levels of 
evidence that the studies comprise. 
                 After creating a completed draft, the RNA was given to the research chair for 
review. During this time, Sarah met Mike Ploski, a Graston staff member who was exhibiting 
Graston Technique at the annual AOTA conference. Mike expressed interest in helping to give 
feedback on the project and put her in contact with another Graston staff member. Upon 
completing the necessary changes to the RNA suggested by the research chair, the RNA was 
emailed to the Graston team, at which point they gave preliminary feedback via email for the 
RNA and asked to have a phone conversation for clarification. During the meeting over the 
phone which included the Graston team member, the authors of the RNA, and the research chair, 
it was determined that the vast meaning of the words Graston, Graston Technique, ASTYM, and 
IASTM made it nearly impossible to determine the procedures that were used in the research 
studies that we had selected. Because of this, it was determined that a note of warning should be 
added to the CAT in order to highlight the murky nature of the terms as well as the looseness and 
inaccuracy with which they are commonly used. This note is included for readers in the 
preceding Executive Summary.  
                Currently, we are still attempting to share the RNA on a hand therapy Facebook group. 
We have been put in contact with an individual of one Facebook hand therapy group who has the 
authorization to post to the page. We hope to hear back from her in the near future. We feel even 
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more confident sharing our RNA with the hand therapy community now that we have received 
feedback and made changes based on the input of an expert in the field of IASTM. 
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Product 
Research Needs Assessment 
 
We are students from the School of Occupational Therapy at the University of Puget 
Sound in Tacoma, WA. We have completed a review of the literature on IASTM in hopes of 
establishing the efficacy of using Graston Technique® (GT) in hand therapy. Unfortunately, we 
found that holes in the current literature made it difficult to determine the efficacy of IASTM 
techniques. Below is an outline indicating the areas of research in which there is either an 
abundance of or a lack of evidence indicating that there is still doubt in those areas.  
*Replication needed 
 
1) Dosage 
a) Timing  
i) 1xwk 
(1) Burke et al (2007) JMPT [first 2x/wk then 1x/wk] 
(2) Papa (2012a) (then 2xwk) 
(3) Papa (2012b) JCCA [first 2x/wk then 1x/wk] 
ii) 2xwk 
(1) Blanchette & Normand (2011) JMPT 
(2) Burke et al (2007) JMPT [then 1 x/wk]  
(3) Heinecke, Thuesen, & Stow (2014) JUKR 
(4) Howitt, et al. (2006) JCCA 
(5) Lawson, Hung, Gordon, & Laframboise (2011) JCM 
(6) Papa (2012a) 
(7) Papa (2012b) JCCA [then 1x/wk] 
(8) Sevier et al. (2015) 
2) Duration 
a) 2 weeks 
i) Lawson, Hung, Gordon, & Laframboise (2011) JCM* 
b) 3 weeks [needed] 
c) 4 weeks [needed] 
i) Heinecke, Thuesen, & Stow (2014) JUKR 
ii) Howitt, et al. (2006) JCCA 
d) 6 weeks 
i) Burke et al (2007) JMPT* 
e) 8 weeks 
i) Papa (2012a) 
ii) Papa (2012b) JCCA 
iii) Sevier et al. (2015) 
f) 9 weeks 
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i) Papa (2012b) JCCA* 
g) 10 weeks 
i) Blanchette & Normand (2011) JMPT* 
3) Instrument 
a) GT1 
i) Lawson, Hung, Gordon, & Laframboise (2011) JCM* 
b) GT2 
i) Heinecke, Thuesen, & Stow (2014) JUKR* 
c) GT3 
i) Heinecke, Thuesen, & Stow (2014) JUKR 
ii) Lawson, Hung, Gordon, & Laframboise (2011) JCM 
d) GT4 
i) Heinecke, Thuesen, & Stow (2014) JUKR 
ii) Laudner, Compton, McLoda, & Walters (2014) IJPT 
4) Force and direction or time length of stimulation applied 
a) Heinecke, Thuesen, & Stow (2014) JUKR 
b) Laudner, Compton, McLoda, & Walters (2014) IJPT 
5) Outcomes Measures 
a) Performance patterns 
i) Return to occupation 
(1) Howitt, et al. (2006) JCCA 
(2) Lawson, Hung, Gordon, & Laframboise (2011) JCM 
(3) Papa (2012a) 
(4) Papa (2012b) JCCA 
b) Long term patient outcomes 
i) Pain and disability measures [needed]  
c) ROM 
i) Goniometry 
(1) Burke et al (2007) JMPT 
(2) Heinecke, Thuesen, & Stow (2014) JUKR 
(3) Howitt, et al. (2006) JCCA 
(4) Papa (2012b) JCCA 
ii) Pro 3600 Digital Inclinometer 
(1) Laudner, Compton, McLoda, & Walters (2014) IJPT* 
iii) Apley’s Scratch Test (UE motion) 
(1) Heinecke, Thuesen, & Stow (2014) JUKR* 
d) QuickDASH 
i) Papa (2012a)* 
e) Patient-Rated Tennis Elbow Evaluation (PRTEE) [needed] 
f) Grip / Pinch strength 
i) Blanchette & Normand (2011) JMPT 
ii) Burke et al (2007) JMPT 
iii) Sevier et al. (2015) 
g) Pain  
i) Visual Analog Scale 
(1) Blanchette & Normand (2011) JMPT 
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(2) Burke et al (2007) JMPT 
ii) Verbal Pain Rating Scale 
(1) Papa (2012a) 
(2) Papa (2012b) JCCA 
h) Neuropathy Pain Scale  
i) Lawson, Hung, Gordon, & Laframboise (2011) JCM* 
i) Borg Pain Scale 
i) Sevier et al. (2015)* 
j) Sensory Function  
i) Burke et al (2007) JMPT* 
6) Protocol 
a) Time since injury 
i) 4 months 
(1) Papa (2012a)* 
ii) 4 weeks 
(1) Papa (2012b) JCCA* 
iii) 6 weeks 
(1) Papa (2012b) JCCA* 
iv) Graston Treatment Protocol 
(1) Burke et al (2007) JMPT 
(2) Lawson, Hung, Gordon, & Laframboise (2011) JCM 
(3) Papa (2012a) 
(4) Papa (2012b) JCCA 
7) Pathology/Diagnosis 
a) Carpal Tunnel Syndrome 
i) Burke et al (2007) JMPT 
ii) McMurray et al. (2015) IJATT 
b) De Quervain’s Stenosing Tenosynovitis 
i) Papa (2012a)* 
c) Musculotendinous stiffness [needed] 
d) Lateral epicondylopathy 
i) Papa (2012b) JCCA 
ii) McMurray et al. (2015) IJATT 
iii) Sevier et al. (2015) 
e) Fibromyalgia 
i) McMurray et al. (2015) IJATT* 
f) Pain 
i) Burke et al (2007) JMPT 
ii) Papa (2012b) JCCA 
iii) McMurray et al. (2015) IJATT 
g) Tissue Type 
i) Soft tissues 
(1) Connective tissue 
(a) Tendons 
(i) Blanchette & Normand (2011) JMPT 
(ii) Papa (2012a) 
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(iii)Burke et al (2007) JMPT 
(iv) Howitt, et al. (2006) JCCA 
(v) Papa (2012b) JCCA 
(vi) Sevier et al. (2015) 
(vii) McMurray et al. (2015) IJATT 
(b) Ligaments [needed] 
(c) Derma [needed] 
(d) Fascia 
(i) McMurray et al. (2015) IJATT* 
(2) Muscle 
(a) Lawson, Hung, Gordon, & Laframboise (2011) JCM* 
(3) Nerve 
(a) Burke et al (2007) JMPT 
(b) McMurray et al. (2015) IJATT 
(4) Blood vessels 
h) Location 
i) Shoulder 
(1) Heinecke, Thuesen, & Stow (2014) JUKR 
(2) Laudner, Compton, McLoda, & Walters (2014) IJPT 
(3) McMurray et al. (2015) IJATT 
ii) Pectoralis minor 
(1) Lawson, Hung, Gordon, & Laframboise (2011) JCM* 
iii) Wrist - radial 
(1) Papa (2012a) 
(2) Burke et al (2007) JMPT 
(3) McMurray et al. (2015) IJATT 
iv) Elbow 
(1) Blanchette & Normand (2011) JMPT 
(2) Papa (2012b) JCCA 
(3) Sevier et al. (2015) 
(4) McMurray et al. (2015) IJATT 
v) Thumb 
(1) Howitt, et al. (2006) JCCA* 
vi) Fingers 
(1) Howitt, et al. (2006) JCCA* 
i) Stage of Tissue Healing 
i) Hemostasis [needed] 
ii) Inflammation [needed] 
iii) Proliferation [needed] 
iv) Maturation [needed] 
j) Comorbidities 
i) Aging [needed] 
ii) Inadequate nutrition [needed] 
iii) Lack of oxygen [needed] 
iv) Poor immune system [needed] 
v) Lack of movement [needed] 
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vi) Medications [needed] 
8) Treatment Mechanism for Healing 
a) Pro-inflammatory [needed] 
b) Non-inflammatory [needed] 
9) Co-occurring treatment 
a) Eccentric exercise 
i) Papa (2012a) 
ii) Papa (2012b) JCCA 
b) Exercise (concentric, eccentric, and isometric) 
i) Blanchette & Normand (2011) JMPT 
ii) Heinecke, Thuesen, & Stow (2014) JUKR 
iii) Howitt, et al. (2006) JCCA 
iv) Sevier et al. (2015) 
c) Stretching 
i) Blanchette & Normand (2011) JMPT 
ii) Heinecke, Thuesen, & Stow (2014) JUKR 
iii) Lawson, Hung, Gordon, & Laframboise (2011) JCM 
iv) Papa (2012a) 
v) Burke et al (2007) JMPT 
vi) Papa (2012b) JCCA 
vii) Sevier et al. (2015) 
d) Manual Therapy 
i) Lawson, Hung, Gordon, & Laframboise (2011) JCM* 
e) Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug 
i) Papa (2012b) JCCA* 
f) Proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation [needed] 
g) Massage therapy [needed] 
h) Medical acupuncture 
i) Papa (2012b) JCCA* 
i) Electric stimulation 
i) Papa (2012b) JCCA* 
j) Theraputty 
i) Howitt, et al. (2006) JCCA* 
k) Home Exercise Program 
i) Howitt, et al. (2006) JCCA 
ii) Lawson, Hung, Gordon, & Laframboise (2011) JCM 
iii) Papa (2012a) 
l) Ice 
i) Burke et al (2007) JMPT 
ii) Howitt, et al. (2006) JCCA 
iii) Sevier et al. (2015) 
m) Client ergonomic education 
i) Blanchette & Normand (2011) JMPT 
ii) Lawson, Hung, Gordon, & Laframboise (2011) JCM 
n) Heat 
i) Lawson, Hung, Gordon, & Laframboise (2011) JCM* 
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o) Active Release Technique 
i) Howitt, et al. (2006) JCCA* 
 
 
Proposal to Address Gaps in the Literature 
 As the current body of literature stands, there is not enough empirical evidence to fully 
support the use of IASTM in most clinical, hand therapy scenarios. To remedy this problem, we 
are calling on hand therapy providers to publish findings that they feel could help fill the 
research needs that we have outlined. 
 Based on our outline we identified the following areas lacking in the current research. 
Emphasis on these areas in published research will help to substantiate the efficacy of IASTM 
technique. We have also found that the largest gap in research literature is the lack of 
randomized control trials (RCTs) isolating the therapeutic effect of GT or other IASTM 
techniques from other physical agents and treatment modalities including ice, stretching heat, 
various exercises and stretches. Future studies should examine the independent effects of IASTM 
techniques using RCTs, rather than simply reporting outcomes using GT with a variety of other 
treatment modalities. Additionally, a major area of deficiency in the research is the lack of force 
quantification/dosage reported for the use of IASTM techniques. 
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Areas of Research Explored 
Most Evidence 
 
Moderate Evidence Little or No Evidence 
 
Timing: 2x/wk 
Pain scales (Visual analog scale, 
verbal pain rating scale, neuropathy 
pain scale, Borg pain scale) 
Tissue type: tendons 
Co-occurring treatment: stretching 
Timing: 1x/wk 
Duration: 8 wks 
Performance patterns: return to 
occupation 
ROM: goniometry 
Grip/Pinch strength 
Graston Treatment Protocol 
Pathology: Pain, lateral 
epicondylopathy 
Location: shoulder, wrist, elbow 
Co-occurring treatment: exercise, 
home exercise program, ice 
Duration: 2,3,4,6,9,10 weeks 
Instrument: GT1, GT2, GT3, 
GT4 
Force and direction of 
stimulation 
Performance skills 
Long term patient outcomes 
Pain and disability measures 
ROM: Pro 3600 Digital 
Inclinometer, Apley’s Scratch 
Test 
QuickDASH 
Patient-Related Tennis Elbow 
Evaluation 
Sensory 
Time since injury 
Pathology: Carpal Tunnel 
Syndrome, De Quervain’s 
Stenosing Tenosynovitis, 
Musculotendinous stiffness, 
fibromyalgia  
Tissue type: ligaments, derma, 
fascia, muscle, nerve, blood 
vessels 
Location: Pectoralis minor, 
thumb, fingers 
Stages of healing 
Comorbidities 
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Treatment mechanism 
Co-occurring treatment: 
eccentric exercise, manual 
therapy, non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drug, 
proprioceptive neuromuscular 
facilitation, massage therapy, 
medical acupuncture, electrical 
stimulation, Thera putty, client 
ergonomic education, heat, 
active release technique 
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Summary of Study Designs of Hand Therapy Articles using IASTM 
Pyramid 
Side 
Study Design/Methodology of Selected Articles Number of Articles 
Selected 
Experimental 1    Meta-Analyses of Experimental Trials 
3    Individual Randomized Controlled Trials 
___Controlled Clinical Trials 
6    Single Subject Studies 
10 
Outcome ___Meta-Analyses of Related Outcome Studies 
___Individual Quasi-Experimental Studies 
___Case-Control Studies 
___One Group Pre-Post Studies 
0 
Qualitative ___Meta-Syntheses of Related Qualitative Studies 
___Small Group Qualitative Studies 
___brief vs prolonged engagement with participants 
___triangulation of data (multiple sources) 
___interpretation (peer & member-checking) 
___a posteriori (exploratory) vs a priori (confirmatory) 
interpretive scheme 
___Qualitative Study on a Single Person 
0 
Descriptive     Systematic Reviews of Related Descriptive Studies 
___Association, Correlational Studies 
___Multiple Case Studies (Series), Normative Studies 
___Individual Case Studies 
0 
AOTA Levels 
I- 4 
II- 
III- 
IV- 6 
V-  
TOTAL = 10 
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Table of Interim Dates: 
 
Creation of Research Needs Assessment (RNA) 
pertaining to the use of IASTM in hand therapy 
Scheduled date of 
completion 
Actual date of 
completion 
Create an outline for the RNA March 20, 2017 March 22, 2017 
Create a rough draft for the RNA for review by 
project chair 
March 24, 2017 March 29, 2017  
Final draft of RNA with incorporated feedback from 
project chair and clinician 
April 12, 2017 April 12, 2017 
Post finalized RNA to hand therapy online forums April 21, 2017 April 14, 2017 
Analyze outcomes, summarize, and include in final 
paper 
April 26, 2017 April 28, 2017 
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Outcome Monitoring 
 
 Because the aim of project was for use by clinicians to guide their practice or research, 
the primary outcome measure we used was feedback from clinicians or our outcome evaluator, 
George. In considering the outcomes of our original KT project, we first identified Brian Chase 
as a reliable source to track the outcomes of our chart for best practice with IASTM. We were to 
consult with Brian as well as our faculty chair to monitor the effectiveness of our product.  
When the KT portion of our project transitioned from looking at best practice to gaps in the 
literature, it was decided that George would be our sole outcome evaluator of the RNA. Another 
outcome measurement tool we had planned on using was feedback from hand therapists. We 
hoped to get permission to post the RNA to a hand therapy Facebook page in hopes that the 
members of the group would offer us feedback. While we were compiling the RNA, we began 
looking into these Facebook groups. At this time, Sarah traveled to the annual AOTA conference 
where she met Chris (a Graston representative) who in turn put her in contact with Mike Ploski, 
who offered to help evaluate the effectiveness of the RNA and offer suggestions. After emailing 
the RNA to Mike, he offered us feedback over email and requested to talk to the research group 
and our chair over the phone. Due to Mike’s extensive background in Graston and his knowledge 
of the current literature and history regarding IASTM, his input became a key outcome 
measurement tool. His feedback resulted in the addition of a statement in the original CAT 
document. This statement informs the reader of the confusion surrounding nomenclature in 
IASTM, which in turn makes it difficult to be sure of the procedures used in many of the studies 
included in the CAT.  
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Evaluation of Effectiveness 
 
Our primary products were a critical appraisal of the literature (CAT table) and RNA that 
organizes the research that has been produced on IASTM so far, and identifies where further 
research needs to be done. The primary barrier to the effectiveness of this product has been a 
lack of platform to disseminate the information that we’ve collected. As students, the scope of 
our sphere of influence is relatively limited, so it has been challenging to find a receptive 
audience of individuals who are capable of producing outcomes that we can evaluate. The ideal 
case is that clinicians read our RNA and begin working on the necessary research to fill in the 
gaps in the literature on IASTM, using strictly documented protocols. However, given the 
timeframe of this project, that outcome is not feasible. 
Prior to creating our RNA, the intended product was a research-based visual aid designed 
to identify areas and conditions where IASTM techniques have been demonstrated to be most 
effective in the literature. This product did not go through for a number of reasons. First, our 
clinician collaborator (Brian) decided that he would continue to use the technique as he had been 
given the uncertain state of the research. Also, as we reviewed the literature, it became evident 
that the procedures used in IASTM studies were not thoroughly reported, and that the type of 
diagnoses that the tool was used to treat was somewhat arbitrary. Additionally, there was 
significant confusion about the nomenclature of IASTM treatment – the term “Graston 
Technique”, which appeared frequently in the literature, refers to the IASTM tool that Graston 
Technique uses, as well as the company that produces it and the full Graston Technique 
procedure, which includes exercises, stretches and ice. It became apparent that proper procedure 
and circumstances were not well-established enough in IASTM research that we could create a 
tool describing effective use. Thus, our product was deemed ineffective at this stage due to lack 
of clarity in research and lack of clinician interest, and the attempt was abandoned.  
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Our second product was based on the inverse idea of our initial project – instead of 
identifying where research has shown the technique to be effective, it’s an assessment of where 
research needs to be published in order to establish sufficient evidence to make a critical 
evaluation of the efficacy of IASTM. This idea eventually became our RNA, which has been 
marginally more effective, although we still encountered the problem of lack of clinician interest. 
One attempt at disseminating the information was through social media groups for clinicians. 
However, we were not able to publish our RNA in any of these groups due to a lack of interest, 
and our lack of credibility as students made it difficult to reach out to professional communities. 
As of this date we were not able to receive feedback from any of these professional groups. 
The most meaningful outcome of the project was the opportunity to present the RNA to a 
representative of Graston Technique and exchange ideas and feedback about the project and the 
state of the research. Sarah presented the project to Graston Representatives at AOTA, and was 
able to establish an email correspondence with Mike Ploski, Graston Technique’s Director of 
Strategic Planning and Chris Vernon, Exhibit & University Outreach Coordinator. 
Eventually we were able to participate in a conference call with Mike to discuss our 
findings and compare it to his experiences. It was through this conference call that we learned 
about the confusion behind the nomenclature found in much of the research, and the 
compromised integrity of much of the literature in this area. For example, we discovered through 
Mike that a study done by Crothers et al. in 2015 used poor methodology and that blinding in 
this study was compromised by practitioners checking their interventions before administering. 
He also identified the fact that his company does not do any of its own research due to 
bias in wanting to show positive outcomes, but he did direct us to some recent, high level studies 
that were published, indicating that investigation on the technique is ongoing. Brian’s struggle to 
provide suggestions to our research team may be improved as more research comes out in 
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support of the topic, which could give him and other practitioners new ideas as to how to 
research and use these techniques in clinical settings  
We determined that it would be difficult to make or facilitate significant scientific 
progress through this contact, as representatives of the Graston Technique have a vested interest 
in producing positive results with their product and are negatively impacted by studies showing 
no results or poor results. However, we did make some alterations to the RNA clarifying the 
terminology and hopefully making it easier for clinicians and researchers to navigate the existing 
literature on IASTM, and the RNA gave the Graston Technique representatives some perspective on the 
current state of the research. It’s our hope that our RNA will emphasize the need for further research and 
that it will help guide researchers on what kind of research is necessary to establish evidence for the 
efficacy of IASTM. 
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Analysis of Overall Process 
 
 Overall, the process of our project went smoothly, considering that our collaborating 
clinician, Brian, showed interest in a topic that is still in its infancy in terms of available 
literature to support our research process. As our collaborating clinician, Brian was helpful in 
presenting his interests and gave us information to think about to help us craft our proposal and 
project. As a group, we each had some interest in the topic at hand. Significant prior experience 
also helped us to complete our project. In particular, Sarah Clue had over 200 hours of hand 
therapy volunteer experience and went to the AOTA conference to speak with a Graston 
representative, which helped the process of our project significantly, specifically the knowledge 
translation piece and outcomes. Kaitlin Chaput, Yoseph Kim, and Evan Kimpton did 12 hour 
Fieldwork I placements with Brian (Yoseph and Evan) and Cathy Elvins, MOT, OTR/L, CHT 
(Kaitlin), and brought some knowledge of hand therapy into the project, even though we each 
had little experience with IASTM or Graston techniques. 
 As our research question did not yield much in terms of related literature, our project was 
a bit limited in the amount of knowledge that we could translate to a receptive audience. Finding 
this audience to begin with was a concern that we shared throughout the process of the project. 
Similarly, it became difficult in talking with Brian to decide what the next steps of the project 
could be. Brian did not have a lot of ideas for us to proceed with our project further than we have 
already gone at this time. Brian made it clear that it would be difficult for us to establish 
connections with his patients, as there is a long process subjects need to go through to get 
verified for evidence. Brian referenced the same problem of still needing to go through the 
verification process if one of us were to volunteer to be worked on. 
 Our meetings with George Tomlin significantly helped to improve our knowledge 
translation process, and George was able to answer any questions we had during our meetings. It 
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was helpful for us to have another set of eyes involved in the process of our project, as the 
project often needed some direction due to the lack of evidence presented in the literature. 
George helped us to come up with ideas for appropriate questions to think about as we continued 
on the journey of putting our project together. Our group was able to assemble all parts of the 
paper, but some members did not have as much input and did mostly the editing process, 
depending on the part of the project being focused on. In the future, it would be helpful for any 
future researchers to collaborate together with one or more clinicians to determine if the use of 
IASTM and Graston is helpful to hand therapy patients. 
 Despite the lack of evidence and organization of our project, and the fact that each of us 
had different levels of interest in the project and different ideas for how to complete each 
assignment that was part of the project, our group got along fairly well. The biggest barrier 
became communication as to who would be responsible for what portions at times. As in any 
group project, communication is necessary to cohesive success as a unit. That being said, the 
interaction among group members was strong and all showed a willingness and ability to work 
together to translate knowledge to a worthwhile community. While we each have different ideas 
of what we want to do with our occupational therapy career, the fact that we could work together 
shows that we will be successful in collaborating with future colleagues, either through research 
or other professional endeavors, including on the job trainings and interpersonal relationships. 
Going forward, each of us will be prepared to work with others to provide the necessary and 
important help to populations in need. Should any of us decide to get involved in future research, 
which has been discussed briefly in the context of group and one on one communication, we will 
have the necessary background for how to do research in occupational therapy, and how to 
translate knowledge that will apply to other topics in the years to come. 
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Recommendations for Future 
 
 Feasible follow up projects for the future may focus on adding to the current body of 
knowledge. One manner of contribution is for students to pair with a clinician to help them 
complete a case study. The case study should endeavor to contribute to the gaps in knowledge 
highlighted by the Research Needs Assessment. This would mean clearly stating the tools, 
procedure, dosage, client factors, and client outcomes. Another manner of contribution is to 
begin the process of delineating different types of IASTM techniques so that clinicians can make 
more informed decisions as to what type of IASTM tool and procedure they would like to use 
based on their interpretation of the literature. This could also be accomplished through 
researching the procedures and tools involved in different techniques. It may also require 
interviewing and collaborating with Graston and Astym representatives. Clinicians could also be 
surveyed to find procedures, dosage, and tools that have not been trademarked, yet are common 
threads between users of IASTM. Once a clearer delineation is made between different 
techniques and procedures, it would be interesting to gauge clinicians’ understanding of types of 
IASTM and procedures that they are using. This may be done by developing a questionnaire that 
asks clinicians about their preferred procedure and when they use an IASTM technique. 
Obtaining these sets of information would help clarify clinicians’ understanding of the 
techniques they are using to better find literature to support their practice, to see which body of 
literature they could contribute to, and/or to reach out to a company that aligns with their 
procedure to help procure instruments or classes at a discounted rate to better legitimize their 
procedure in case studies. 
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